Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child choose the word from the word bank that makes the most sense in the sentence.

Word Bank

aftertaste forefathers prehistoric postscript
forewarning predetermined preventative

1. With no ________________, it began to rain heavily, and we got soaked.

2. The ________________ of our country wrote the Declaration of Independence.

3. Our teacher ________________ all of our seat assignments and placed them on a chart on the classroom door.

4. The strange fruit left a bitter ________________ in Delia’s mouth.

5. ________________ medicine works to help people before they get sick.

6. There was a joke in the ________________ at the bottom of the letter.

7. Paulina was interested in studying ________________ people and animals.

Parent Directions: Have your child circle the prefix in each of the words below.

foretell preseason aftershock posttest